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Georgia Institute of Technology Archaeological Resources Map

- Building Listed on or Recommended Eligible for the Georgia/National Register of Historic Places
- Surveyed Buildings whose Georgia/National Register Status is undetermined
- Surveyed Buildings that have been Recommended NOT Eligible for the Georgia/National Register
- Areas of high probability for containing intact archaeological resources
- Area of medium probability for containing intact archaeological resources
- Approx. location of Civil War era Federal lines (July-August 1864)
- Approx. location of Civil War era Outer Confederate defensive lines (Summer 1864)
- Stream or drainage locations
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Fort in front of Atlanta
Fort S. of Chattanooga RR
Fort E. of Buckhead Road
Fort N. of Moore’s Mill
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Artillery fire damage to Ponder house, stereo pair
Fort X (Fort Hood), though often mislabeled
Many photos
Many captions
Probably Fort K
City Hall in 1864

State Capitol today